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To: Dave Montague/ARRBcc: From: Manuel Legaspi/ARRB Date: 07/24/97 01:02:28 PMSubject: ChrisTOPHER, 

why are you so critical of things you don't understand???...Author: Dave Montague/ARRB Composed: 07/22 

02:43 PMReply: ChrisTOPHER, why are you so critical of things you don't understand???...Re: "Item 3: Atlanta 

is only considered a vibrant, attractive city by those southern hicks who've never seen a real city. Most people 

who know the difference consider Atlanta to be Hell with skyscrapers. Note that the 96 Olympics have been 

roundly criticized by nearly everyone associated with the IOC."Chris...Having lived in Atlanta for 5 years, I can 

assure you that it is in no way a "hick town"...In fact, your statement re: Atlanta shows you have no clue as to 

the city's appeal and desirability compared to other urban environments... Atlanta can be called the "New 

York of the South" just like San Francisco is for the West...The people are progressive in their perspectives, 

lifestyles and careers... There is a large percentage of professionals and my understanding is that they live in 

rather comfortable fashion within an ever-expanding economy... There are some harboring biases just like any 

other major city, but if you spent any "real" time there, you'd know that Atlanta is probably one of the 

cleanest, friendliest & just plain "great-quality-of-life" places in this glorious country...I might have stayed 

myself if I had family there & maybe I'll return...So (since you're a liberal person who allegedly seeks to break 

stereotypical thinking), it seems strange that you'd be so critical & that you'd blindly absorb the opinions of 

the IOC (what makes them so special), rather than pick up some magazines, watch the tube or do some 

research which would strongly indicate that Atlanta has "stars" in many areas (arts, technology, 

entertainment, etc...)...Why do you think so many people are moving to Atlanta???I would think that 

compared to Newark (JOYZEE), Atlanta is a breath of fresh air...Get it??... Fresh air, not like many other towns 

corrupted by out of date thinking...Please keep in mind that I know of what I speak having also worked in 

California (Bay Area) and visited quite a few other places in my day to make such a statement...Please stop 

whining Christopher !!!
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